A rectangular sized table felt too big for the dining area, which
is directly off the elevator entry into the home, so Elms found a
three-side boomerang shaped table that fit just right.
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Dee Elms
creates a
striking
home with an
exquisite mix
of classic
design
elements and
contemporary
details.

Dee Elms knew at once that this home should have “a very
Parisian vibe.” Located in a late 19th century building that
had recently been converted into multiple residences, “the
home already had a lot of lovely finishes in place,” she
recalls, noting the oak herringbone floors, wall paneling,
thick moldings, and artistic steel and glass staircase.
“With all of that, the design could have veered toward
traditional.”
Instead, Elms, who heads her own Boston interior design
firm, went for an aesthetic that layers the classic with
contemporary elements.
The work of French artisans can be found throughout the
home, including the singular Pouenat pendant comprised
of dark antique brass with tinted blown glass balls that
hangs above one end of the living room sectional. “I love
the jewelry it adds to the space,” says Elms, who opted for
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pale grey paint on the walls throughout and kept infusions
of color minimal.
Affixed from the ceiling above the stairway is another
dramatic French fixture, this one a vintage light made
of glass spears. “I love lights for the way they can really
transform a room,” says Elms. To create more of an impact
in the compact area, decorative painter Patina Designs
added gold detailing to the adjacent narrow strip of wall.
Since the ceilings are quite high, Elms was able to have
three large Lindsey Adelman bubble pendants above the
kitchen island. The gray glass fixtures punctuate the allwhite room, where light and views of the Charles River are
reflected in the lacquered finish of the cabinets.
The lofty ceilings also accommodate the master bedroom’s
long, lush ocean blue wool and cashmere drapes. Brass

“It’s important
to me that our
clients see
the value of
the special,
handmade
pieces we put
into a home,
they really
create a
different
kind of
feeling.”

rimmed globe lights dangle from the ceiling beside the bed,
which was custom designed by Elms. “We customize most
beds because there is such a variation in room sizes, each one
has a different scale—when we design the beds, we know they
will fit exactly right,” she says.
The master’s white and brass vanity was another custom fit.
The mirror is flanked with handmade patinaed brass and
white frosted glass sconces by Jonathan Browning that pair
French Beaux Arts style and 20th Century industrial design.
Elms appreciated the way the knobs on the lights echoed the
motif of the Phillip Jeffries wallcovering, which is festooned
with tiny brass studs in stripe formation. A close look reveals
that the mirror, too, has small brass rivets inset on the corners.
Says Elms, “You want elements to connect, but for it to seem
effortless and almost unnoticeable.”

